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Education

/// since 2015   Studies of Fine Arts / Photography at the University of Applied Arts Vienna

/// 2011 — 2015  Art director and Graphic designer at POINT OF VIEW GmbH

/// 2013 — 2016  Acting classes at Rita Dummer Das SchauSpielWerk Verein für Kunst & Kultur

/// 2011   Theater-, Film- and Mediacommunication at the  University of Vienna

/// 2005 — 2011  Diploma in Graphic- and Comunicationsdesign at the Höhere Graphische Bundes-Lehr- und Versuchsanstalt 

Exhibitions / Scholarships

COMING UP in April 2019 /// Ausstellung als künstlerische Praxis / Fluc Vienna
COMING UP in May 2019 /// Feast / Flux2 / University of Applied Arts Vienna

2018 /// Merit scholarship / University of Applied Arts Vienna
2018 /// Open House / University of Applied Arts Vienna
2018 /// Prototyping / Belvedere 21 
2018 /// Fish / Galerie.Z (Vorarlberg)
2018 /// Stukav Brischko / Galerie G99 (CZ) 
2018 /// Nichts für ungut / Galerie Lumina 
2018 /// Rand / Atelier Nita Tandon 

2017 /// Rundgang / Das rund 
2017 ///  Untitled Off course / Galerie.Z (Vorarlberg)

2016 /// Glance / Heiligenkreuzer Hof, Monat der Fotografie

K A J A  C L A R A  S O R Y A N G  J O O 
*1991 / lives and works in Vienna

kaja_clara@yahoo.de



Die neben mir tickende Uhr ist mein einzig 
zeitlicher Kompass in der Dichte der rot 
schimmernden Dunkelkammer.  
Das vor mir liegende Objekt der Begierde 
(sofern das Wort Begierde die tiefliegende 
Obsession dessen, den Fetisch, auch überhaupt 
treffend beschreiben kann) hat einen gedanklichen 
sowie physischen Prozess der Sezierung vor sich. 

Was sich mir währenddessen folglich eröffnet 
muss getestet, geordnet, verwertet und 
verarbeitet werden.  
In den Weiten des Werkstoffes ergibt sich ein zu 
erforschendes Schlachtfeld.
Und in diesem Sinne erscheint mir die Welt obszön 
einfach: es gibt nur mich und das Material. 
Mein Material.



Wollzeichnungen/ Wool Drawings

I am precisely changing the negatives in the condensors. As this print goes into the developer and shows me it´s final form this marks 
the last one in the row: three times three motives. Nine in total. Because this is what they told me: all the good things come in threes. 

It is a picture of single wool threads that I collected while taking the subway home and avoiding eye contact with the other passengers. 
They come from my sweater. I pick them in certain rythms: three times three. My hands got used to picking at something when feeling 
uncomfortable. One day I photographed three of those little sculptures I now and then find in the bags and corners of my coats.

After letting those prints dry I go back to the darkroom seperately with every single one of these nine prints. I analyze the harmony of 
the composition and try to remember them exactly as they were while I turn off the red light. It is completely dark now- it is black. Like 
those little wool threads.  I draw over them as I recall the picture of this certain print I am holding in my hand now. I scratch at corners 
that feel compositionally light. I leave out parts that feel heavy. I automatically recreate an unbalance to even out another unbalance. 
While the pencil glides between destruction and construction, the conscious and the unconsciousness I remember what else they told 
me: all the things must meet in the middle.

Graphit drawings over nine analogue baryt-prints. 

Detailshot
Wollzeichnung IV
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Wollzeichnungen I-IX
Drawings

Gelatin-Silverprint-Series 
of 9 Drawings
redrawn with graphite
32,9 x 48,3 cm
2017



Installationview
Galerie.Z / Untitled Off Course



Alter Hase / Old Rabbit

A dead rabbit was found somewhen in 2010. It´s flesh hanging off it´s bones, frozen in a pose of an escaping movement it was 
photographed as a low resolution, digital picture. With years to come it disappeared constantly just to secure itself a prominent 
recurrent in form of an even lower resoluted jpeg hidden somewhere on a dark and overcrowded corner of some hard disk. Having 
gone through various processes of digital compressions it´s lack of photographic depth and sharpness could immediately be spotted. 
Strangely enough, one small print of this picture, smaller than an A6 size, was found and later on placed under a scanner to await it´s 
next step in the ladder of systematical (re-)compression. A 1800 dpi- scan, reproducing and at the same time re-valuing the pattern 
of each digital pixel. As the copy of a copy turns into an original it finds itself in a position of mirroring not only the mechanism of 
biological dis- and re-appearance, as the visual and cultural motive of the rabbit as symbol for rebirth and resurrection suggests, but 
also as a hint of the artists´s working process.

A photograph.
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Alter Hase
Photography

Pigmentprint in 
basswood frame

165 x 110 cm
2010 - 2018



Installationview
Galerie G99 / Stukav Brischko

Detailshot
Alter Hase



Des Murmelwesens Versteck / The Mumbling Creatures Lair

A negative of a meadow serves as origin for this project. Through the use of liquid photoemulsion coated on glass plates they were 
made light sensitive. The negative was then projected on them. Since the state of the surface tension of the slippery glass didn´t allow 
the emulsion to correctly stick onto the material the thin coating of emulsion swam off as it hit the developer or, in the best case: the 
fixing bath. The once voluptuous body of the meadow widened even more and extended as it float around freely in the chemical bath 
just to be carefuly put and flattened on the glass again. The expanse showed itself as either wrapped as a blanket or torn apart as a 
freshly spit out piece of paper. A chosen number of compositions now try to conduct what was once the essence of the original sujet: 
an in-depth insight of a body, breathing and growing. By layering certain plates up the meadow resurrects its shallow and plain face 
back to it´s thick and voluminous area.

Ten emulsioned glass plates in a passepartout book with built-in lightbox.

Detailshot
Murmler 07
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Des Murmelwesens Versteck
Sculptural book

photoemulsions on ten glass plates
(pictured: Murmler 01-10)
each 15 x 10 cm

bound in a passepartout-book 
with built-in lightbox

2018



Installationview
Belvedere 21 - Salon fuer Kunstbuch

/ PROTOTYPING



Detailshot book with built-in lightbox
Belvedere 21 - Salon fuer Kunstbuch

/ PROTOTYPING



Detailshot
of combined glassplates



Klaviatur / Clavier

As the opposite poles of two magnets get close to each other they start to attract themselves as the magnetic field pulls them together. 
The closer they are, the stronger the pulling. At some point it feels impossible to keep them apart as the force vigorously gets more 
intense. I fabricated a piano with only one un-compliant octave. It´s number of notes is constructed in reliance and memory of a piece 
that could be played by the piano with four hands only. It is twenty magnets sewn into small finger pockets with ten hanging from 
the wall and another ten lifting up from the ground desperately trying to meet each other. As the two players quickly intertwine their 
twenty fingers and rub their wrists close together the piece gets flintier and inextricably. At some point the magnets create a force so 
strong it rips them out of their pockets leaving the play to end.

Twenty magnets in linen pockets.

Installationsview
Galerie Lumina / nichts für ungut
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Klaviatur
Installation in variable, site- specific dimension

Neodym-Magnets,
linen, jewellry wire
MDF-podiums

Early sketches 
for the freely flying

magnets



Installationview
Galerie Lumina / nichts für ungut



Zwölf Schläfer / Twelve Sleepers

Hibernation is a state of inactivity and metabolic depression in endotherms. It refers to a season of heterothermy characterized by 
low body temperature, slow breathing and heart rate, and low metabolic rate. Hibernation may last several days, weeks, or months 
depending on the species and it is limited to animals mostly. The edible dormouse, one of the largest dormice species, got it´s 
german name from previously described biological state: „Siebenschläfer“, -„Seven-sleeper“ for it´s excessive habit of spending 
almost seven month a year asleep.

Hypersomnia, or hypersomnolence, is a neurological disorder of excessive time spent sleeping or excessive sleepiness. While there 
are several subtypes it is categorized as a sleep-wake disorder and commonly connected to clinical depression. In case of the human 
species one might ironically and carefuly suggest a fitting surname: „Zwölfschläfer“, -„Twelve-sleeper“.

Detailshot 
Zwölf Schläfer
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Zwölf Schläfer
Installationview 

Vordere Zollamtstraße

Installation
Fleece-textile, wool

2017



Zwölf Schläfer
Photography

Pigmentprint
120 x 120 cm
2017



(Ent)Täuscher / (Dis)Appointer

At some point later in their life they met again on some corner of a random street.
They passed each other, looking like statues, stoned and hardened

Chicken skin was processed with soap, salt and pepper until most part of it´s intial material, the fat-tissue, was finally extracted, 
serving as a material study for the coming years.
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(Ent)Täuscher
Installation

Chicken skin, epoxide resin, 
salt, pepper, silk garn 

2016



(Ent)Täuscher I & II
Photography

Two Pigmentprints in 
basswood frames
156 x 110 cm
2016



Detailshot
(Ent)Täuscher

Early
sketches



Die Unbenannten Drei / The Untitled Three

As light rays hit an object, it´s waves interact with the recipient to bend over the edges, creating an inexistent and geometrical body of 
reflection sometimes seen as an area or linage between the light and the dark. In this case, however, my intend was not to recreate a 
momentarily insight in the diffraction but also to connect and show the movement of our main light source pass by- the sun.

 Segmented in three parts with an initial goal of depicting the morning sun while covering and yet gently floating by a white cube this 
project reflects on the process of creating art works as well: an initial idea, early failed attempts and a (yet compromised) successful 
outcome. In order to find a connection with my attempt to mainly focus on the rotation of the earth around the sun I elected what 
seemed the closest in the choice of material: Cyanotype. Mainly used for botanical photograms, this photographical reproduction 
technique from the late 1900s was commonly used outside since the emulsion was only sensitive to UV-light.

The first cube was focusing on the idea of rotation and the point of a line breaking and moving from one edge to the other. While the 
morning sun passed by I drew the outlines of shadows and lights while labeling the time, speed and other anomalities accurately.
The second cube marks my failed attempt in rehearsing and repeating the process with cyanotype chemicals. Instead of showing 
the  movement again with areas that turned blue after getting hit by light(and shadows staying yellow) it overally just turned navy. 
With the emulsion still working in the deep layers of the wood, the cube is still turning blacker every day and cracking up until today.
The third cube could be seen as an agreement between the initial idea and the given possibilities. I started the exposure process 
again. This time with a homemade UV-lightbox and a portable window I build in front of it to imitate the sun shining and moving 
through my room. 

The third cube was created at night.

One cube with graphit drawings and two cubes with cyanotype-emulsion.
Detailshot of a testing plate for
Die unbenannten Drei
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Die unbenannten Drei
Installation

Cyanotype-chemicals
and graphite on cubes
2017 Detailshot



Installationview
Atelier Nita Tandon / RAND 

Testing plates for finding out
the emulsion-gelatine ratio on 
variable dispersion colours.



The research of Anomalia (Ongoing project)

The essence of a darkroom can be described as following: Absolute darkness or limitation to light of a specific spectral range in order 
to provide a working environment for light-sensitive materials. When making black-and-white prints, a safelight is commonly used to 
illuminate the work area. Since the majority of black-and-white papers are sensitive to only blue or and green light, a red ight can be 
safely used without exposing the paper. 

In order to depict the atmosphere of described conditions I started to document our darkroom at university, using a variation of 
different analogue(or later digital) cameras, film-materials and techniques. One common mistake I forcibly had to set aside was the 
believe in being able to document one´s surrounding accordingly to our 555 nm wavelength- sensitive eyesight by using coloured 
film. As time and testing went by I constructed a picture that felt close to one´s(or precisely:my) point of view in terms of colour warmth 
and lightness: a black-and-white middle format film negative either digitally renewed with a red layer or cyantoype-emulsioned on 
red cardboard. In hopes of finding different solutions and techniques in renewing the results of found process one can probably still 
safely assume my ongoing search of the perfect long time exposure.

Detailshot 
of emulsiontests for
Anomalia II
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3

Anomalia I
12/11/17_20:06 o´clock

Pigmentprint in 
cherrywood frame

75 x 100 cm
2017

Anomalia II
12/11/17_20:06 o´clock

Cyanotype-emulsion on 
red cardboard
75 x 100 cm
2018
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